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By Getting Into WIIM Today, You Can
Lock In Your Spot to Profit From

Gold’s Coming 67% Price SURGE!

Greetings,

2013 was a year that most gold investors would like
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2013 was a year that most gold investors would like
to forget...

After a bull run that lasted nearly a decade, we
watched as gold sank 27%, dropping to a basement
price of $1,200 an ounce. This drop prompted many
experts to predict that the gold rally was over.

However, as we’ve recently seen with gold’s 10.4%
sure so far this year – those experts find themselves
eating their words...

Much of gold’s unexpected rise this year can be
attributed to not only strong demand, but also
geopolitical events taking place in both the Pacific
Ocean and Crimea.

Russia sending troops into Crimea appears to be slowly increasing its stranglehold on the
strategically located peninsula. China and Japan are locked in a standoff over islands...

These tensions could be the catalyst to a coming gold surge...

In fact, Bloomberg recently reported that
hedge funds increased the bullish gold
wagers to the highest in 14 months! This is
why getting into gold now may be the best
thing for your financial future.

With gold making just now starting to
surge – analysts and investors “in the know”
have been searching for the next gold stock
that’s ready to ride the wave...

And I believe that Mining Minerals of
Mexico (WIIM) is ready to be gold’s next big break out company.

This company has all the right pieces in play in a proven, gold-producing region of Mexico
that has already made some people into certified millionaires.

But before we get into the specifics of the size of the profits we could soon pocket from
WIIM, I wanted to introduce myself...

Gold’s Comeback Signs Are EVERYWHERE –

But Only If You Know Where To Look

My name is Shawn Roberts, and as the editor of M3 Profit Accelerator, I have to make

keeping a finger on the world's financial pulse my top priority if I expect to make a living...
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In 2012, I could see the writing on the wall
for a gold pull back – the signs in both the
financial and geopolitical worlds were
unmistakable – and we watched as gold
dropped over 25% in 2013.

And it was because of that drop that I knew
that gold couldn't stay down for long – as
contrarian thinking tells us – if everybody's
selling, we should be buying. So I set my sites
on a few gold plays that I thought were close to breaking out with coming gold surge.

Everything about WIIM screams “golden ticket” – meaning that while shares may be cheap
now, odds are, they won’t stay that low for long. That’s why I knew I had to bring them to your
attention today...

As there may not be a better time or way to get back into gold than NOW than with WIIM.

Gold In Mexico Is HOT! Major Mining
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Gold In Mexico Is HOT! Major Mining

Companies Can’t Get Enough!

How do we know that the Mexican mining industry is
strong?

Easy...

When majors like Barrick, Compa and Freeport-
McMoRan start looking at properties and putting down
stakes – it’s pretty evident that they’ve found something
worth spending their time and effort on.

It lets us know that WIIM was smart to secure their
claims when they did. It puts them in the company of
giants – and means that this undiscovered company
could well be on its way to stock superstardom.

Can they be the next Barrick?

It’s entirely possible...

I mean if you look at Barrick’s history – it’s hard not to see the
similarities between this titan of the gold mining industry – and our
discovery, WIIM.

Like Barrick, WIIM is starting small – shares debuting at less than a
dollar – but also like Barrick, WIIM has made smart, strategic moves that
could set them (and early investors) up for a lifetime of profits.

The land they’ve laid claim to has already produced 18,000 tons of ore
that is ready to be milled into gold composite – and the success they get
from just this first venture could finance any possible acquisitions in the
area.

Following in Barrick’s footsteps is smart...
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And it could lead to an unbelievable fortune for investors who act now. Early investors in
Barrick could tell you how important it is to get in on a skyrocket while it’s still grounded.

They’d tell you that by getting in at $.59 may have been the smartest move they ever made!
How that those same shares are now trading north of $20 – and have gone as high as $53.18
(that’s an 8,913% return!)!

Now, as impressive as that 8,900% gain is – the fact is – if they missed selling at that high –
they’re STILL sitting on a 3,415% profit! Meaning this...

Every $5,000 invested is worth a cool $170,750 fortune... A $10K initial investment -
$341,500!!

Can you see why I’m getting so excited about WIIM?

Because even if it does just a quarter of that kind of business, WIIM would probably still be
one of the most profitable stocks you’ve ever bought!
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But it could be worth even MORE...

Why 2013’s Gold Pullback Is Offering Investors

The Profit Opportunity Of A Lifetime

While a 3,415% profit is amazing – you have to remember that’s at current gold prices –
prices that are just now starting to recover from 2013’s gold tumble. But to understand where
gold is going – you have to know where we just came from.

2012 was an incredible year for gold...

It all started with a price spike towards the end of
2011 – when we saw prices fly above $1,900 an ounce
– and then settle in at about the $1,600 - $1,800 range
throughout the rest of the year.

There were many reasons for gold’s surge...

The dollar was a weak, people were scared of a
depression, an important and hard fought presidential
election – the best way to describe the world’s
economic climate during 2012 would be “unsure”.

But that changed. People started to buy things again
in 2013. Those who started saving after the crash of
2008 found themselves flush and began spending – and
more importantly – investing again. The dollar started gaining back some of the ground it lost...

And because gold works inversely to the dollar, we
saw bullion prices tumble all the way down to about
$1,200 an ounce mark. For 2013, it traded up to $600
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less than it did in 2012.

But 2014 is a new year...

Gold started climbing again – and we can thank
Russia and China for this turn of events. Some say the
American dollar is coming under attack. That Russia
and China are manipulating the geopolitical atmosphere
to cause havoc in the US.

And they may be right...

China is hoarding as much gold as they can get their
hands on. Russia’s invasion of Crimea has foreign

investors scared – and when uncertainty reigns – investors start looking for safe places to put
their money.

Gold has historically been the safest port in financial storms – and 2014 is no different. As
investors start scrambling to find way to protect their money – they’re all going to be looking in
the same direction...

Gold. WIIM is offering these investors a cheap and potentially HUGELY profitable avenue to
take advantage of the coming gold price surge.

You could watch as your shares soar an incredible 3,415% by getting into WIIM – ahead of
the pack – before Wall Street even has a clue! Realize that if this happens...

It means a meager, $5,000 investment explodes to $170,750! Don’t wait! Act on WIIM today!

Why Gold Bugs And Profit Seekers Everywhere Should

Keep An Eye On WIIM And Their Potential Profit Push

With gold back on the good foot – people have been pouring through the Wall Street Journal,
Bloomberg and Yahoo Finance looking for what they hope to be the next gold winner.

Enter Mining Minerals of Mexico, Corp. (WIIM) – this Jr. Resource company is quickly and
quietly been making a name for itself through the exploration and production of gold and silver in
Mexico.

Though still operating on a smaller scale, they
recently shipped approximately 18,000 TONS of
crushed ore to a processing center where it anticipates
the processing of this ore into gold concentrate...
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the processing of this ore into gold concentrate...

Yes, you read that correctly, this Jr. Resource
company has just produced 18,000 TONS of crushed
ore from their properties in the Tecuala and Huajicori
Mining Districts (lands that have proven gold and silver
production dating back through the Spanish
conquistadores)!

But this could be just the beginning...

As WIIM’s recent growth spurt has them actively negotiating to acquire mining concessions;
collaborating with local miners and large international corporations in order to acquire, develop,
and produce from known and proven reserves of existing ore.

This is big...

As global supplies of the precious metal are dwindling – any new gold discoveries could end
up being worth 10 times what they are now. China is buying up as many precious metals as they
can get their hands on – and have the money to pay almost any price!

Owen Hegarty, a former Rio Tinto executive has been quoted as saying that Chinese demand
for gold is “unstoppable” and continues, “Supply is going to continue to be the issue, we are
going to be playing catch up football on the supply side”.

If he’s right, that makes right now the BEST time to get back into gold.

2014: A New Year For Gold – A New Year To Profit

From A Potential Surge!

The year 2013 may go down as the annus horribilis for gold, as I’m sure many gold investors
would like to forget they watched prices drop 27%...

But that was last year. 2014 is already playing a
different tune.

Remember, gold has already proved the pundits who
predicted that gold was “over” wrong, as so far this year
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predicted that gold was “over” wrong, as so far this year
we’ve watched as prices have already came charging
back...

Rising an incredible 10.4% so far this year as
emerging market economic weakness and other
geopolitical issues make blue chip and bond investors
nervous.

It seems those in the know are already getting back
into gold – doing so now could lock in the type of
profits gold bugs dream about.

Gold seems to be back on its way towards $2,000 an ounce...

And there may be no better chance to lock in profits than with WIIM. They’re a small,
undiscovered and BLOSSOMING company that has property over gold production-proven lands.

Don’t wait – gold is back in 2014 – and WIIM could be your key to profit!

However, there’s another money-making investment strategy that could make investors like
you, incredibly rich – quite literally overnight...

And it could happen sooner rather than later!

Why WIIM Could Be One Of The Smartest

Pre-Buyout Plays Of The Year

The buyout...

Easily one of the quickest ways small, unknown company’s like WIIM make early investors
rich, is by being bought out by bigger, more established mining companies who have the
resources to snatch the company up for themselves.

It happens more often than most people realize, and the more gold that WIIM pulls out of the
ground, the more attention they’ll get – and not just from investors...

We’re talking MAJOR gold mining operations...

When huge names like Barrick Gold, Compa, Freeport-McMoRan or others start circling
WIIM – and you can almost certainly bet they will – DOUBLING your money would be just
peanuts...

A buyout could send shares in WIIM through the roof, like it did for some of these other tiny
unknowns who helped make early investors rich by being bought out by a major. Take a look at
just a few of these winners.

Frontier Gold Inc. (FRG) – tiny mining company bought for a staggering
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Frontier Gold Inc. (FRG) – tiny mining company bought for a staggering
$2.3 Billion by giant Newmont Mining (NEM)!

Northgate Minerals Corp (NGX) –bought by AuRico Gold Inc (AUQ) for a
game-changing $1.3 Billion!

Ventana Gold Corp (VEN)–bought by privately owned EBX Group Co Ltd for
a cool $1 Billion!

This list is just a few of the life-changing buyouts that have happened in WIIM’s industry!

And I could see this happening for WIIM, as their ore-producing properties in Mexico is a
bright buyout beacon – especially seeing that they could be sitting on the Central America’s most
prolific discovery of gold this century!!

That’s why I can’t urge you enough...
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Don’t sit back and watch to see how WIIM does. Do yourself a favor and consider taking
action today – call your broker, login to your online trading account NOW!

You could be doing more than ensuring you double your money...

You could be locking in your spot on the bottom floor of what could be the biggest buyout
play of the entire year!

Remember – When The Price Of Gold EXPLODES –

Shares In WIIM Could Soar – Transforming Early

Investors Who Act NOW Into Millionaires!

Check the Wall Street Journal and it’s easy to see, gold’s comeback is setting a pace unlike
any we’ve seen in recent history.

Like we’ve already talked about, gold’s appreciation is due to economic uncertainty, as well as
the potential and deliberate devaluation of the American dollar...

Debt is on the rise everywhere – economies are growing at a snail’s pace, if not faltering
altogether – including that of the once thought untouchable, China. Which may be why they’re
choosing to hoard as much gold as they can get their hands on.

And just like any other time in history, when currency falters, precious metals flourish, and
2014 is no different.

Gold could soon find itself hitting all-time highs again , meaning that once predicted price
range of $3,000 - $5,000 per ounce that Kitco claimed – might not be that far off!

But at those prices, regular investors like us would
find difficulty finding the means to buy enough physical
gold to protect our wealth...

But that’s where WIIM comes in...

Because for just a fraction of the price of an ounce
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Because for just a fraction of the price of an ounce
of gold, you can protect your wealth by buying shares in
mining company that produces gold!

You might want to call your broker or login to your
online trading account now and consider buying Mining
Minerals of Mexico (WIIM)...

It could be the smartest move you make for your
financial future.

If You Want To Lock In Your Chance At HUGE Gains –

Here’s What You Need To Know

I really don’t need to say this, but I will anyway...

No one has ever made a buck off any mining stock by sitting on the sidelines.

People who got in early on Barrick had the chance to walk away rich, possibly as Millionaires,
and I have every reason to believe we could easily see the same thing happen with WIIM.

This undiscovered company is in a prime position to profit from an epic gold discovery that
only THEY have access to!

The money we can make from this one stock is obscene. Remember, right now they could be
sitting on over 18,000 tons of gold – gold they can extract for a pittance in cost – making WIIM
an almost pure profit play!

And those profits would be shared among those bold enough to act decisively today!

By locking in your spot with WIIM, you’re protecting your position to maybe double, triple or
even QUADRUPLE your money from this stock’s surge.

Are you ready to make more money on one trade than you would all year?

I know I am... And WIIM could hold the key to untold wealth!

Do yourself a favor and consider gabbing as many shares of WIIM as you can comfortably
afford today.

You'll be glad you did!

Shawn Roberts
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Shawn Roberts
Editor
M3 Profit Accelerator

IMPORTANT NOTICE AND DISCLAIMER: This featured company sponsored advertising issue of M3 Profit Accelerator does not purport to

provide an analysis of any company’s financial position, operations or prospects and this is not to be construed as a recommendation by M3

Profit Accelerator or an offer or solicitation to buy or sell any security. Mining Minerals of Mexico Corp.,(WIIM), the company featured in this

issue, appears as paid advertising, paid by Duvana Holdings to provide public awareness for WIIM. Duvana Holdings has approved and

signed off as “approved for public dissemination” all statements made herein regarding WIIM’s history, assets, technologies, current as well as

prospective business operations and industry information. M3 Profit Accelerator and List Data Solutions (LDS) has used outside research and

writers using public information to create the advertisement coming from M3 Profit Accelerator about WIIM. Although the information

contained in this advertisement is believed to be reliable, M3 Profit Accelerator and LDS makes no warranties as to the accuracy of any of

the content here in and accepts no liabil ity for how readers may choose to uti l ize the content. Readers should perform their own due-

dil igence, including consulting with a l icensed, qualified investment professional or analyst. Further, readers are strongly urged to

independently verify all statements made in this advertisement and perform extensive due dil igence on this or any other advertised

company. M3 Profit Accelerator is not offering securities for sale.An offer to buy or sell can be made only with accompanying disclosure

documents and only in the states and provinces for which they are approved. Many states have established rules requiring the approval of a

security by a state security administrator. Check with http://www.nasaa.org or call your state security administrator to determine whether a

particular security is l icensed for sale in your state. Many companies have information fi led with state securities regulators and many will

supply investors with additional information on request. LDS has received and managed a total production budget of $400,000 for this print

advertising effort and will retain any amounts over and above the cost of production, copywriting services, mailing and other distribution

expenses,as a fee for its services. M3 Profit Accelerator is paid $2,500 as an editorial fee from LDS and also expects to receive new

subscriber revenue as a result of this advertising effort. *More information can be received from WIIM’s investor relations firm.Further, specific

financial information, fi l ings and disclosures as well as general investor information about publicly traded companies like WIIM, advice to

investors and other investor resources are available at the Securities and Exchange Commission website www.sec.gov and www.nasd.com.

Any investment should be made only after consulting with a qualified investment advisor and after reviewing the publicly available financial

statements of and other information about the company and verifying that the investment is appropriate and suitable. Investing in securities

is highly speculative and carries a great deal of risk especially as to new companies with l imited operations and no history of earnings. The

information contained herein contains forward-looking information within the meaning of section 27a of the Securities Act of 1993, as

amended, and section 21e of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended, including statements regarding expected growth of the

featured company. In accordance with the safe harbor provisions of the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act, WIIM notes that statements

contained herein that look forward in time, which include everything other than historical information, involve risks and uncertainties that

may affect the Company’s actual results of operations. Factors that could cause actual results to differ include the size and growth of the

market, the Company’s abil ity to fund its capital requirements in the near term and in the long term; pricing pressures, technology issues etc.


